NOTIFICATION

In exercise of the powers conferred under M.V. Act 1988 (Act No.59 of 1988) read with Administrations Notification No.2008/04/No.95/2008-TR, dated 10th March, 2008, the District Magistrate, South Andaman hereby notifies for the information of all concerned that due to traffic chaos being observed from 0645 hrs to 0715 hrs and from 1315 hrs to 1415 hrs near Vivekananda Kendra Vidyalaya Lambaline, Kendriya Vidyalaya No.1 and St. Mary’s School Mohanpur, the traffic arrangement have been made has immediate effect for the School functioning days.

1) The vehicles coming out from Vivekananda Kendra Vidyalaya intending to go towards School Line should follow the left side and go up to Dairy Farm junction and take a round instead of right turn. The vehicles coming from School Line side intending to enter into VKV should follow their left sides whereas, the vehicles coming from Dairy Farm Junction and intending to enter VKV should not take right turn instead they should proceed ahead and turn to the right side of the road from INS Utkrosh Gate.

2) The vehicles coming out from K.V.1 intending to go towards Bengali Club should go up to Light House junction and take a U-turn instead of taking right turn. The vehicles coming from Bengali Club Junction intends to go towards K.V.1 should follow their left side whereas, the vehicle coming from Light House Junction intending to go towards K.V.1 should not take right turn instead they proceed up to Bengali Club and take a round to the right side of the road.

3) The vehicles coming out from St. Mary’s School Mohanpur intending to go towards Light House junction should take left turn go up to Phoenix Bay Power House junction and take a round (U-turn) instead of taking right turn. The vehicles coming from Light House junction intending to enter into St. Mary’s School should follow their left side whereas, the vehicles coming from Phoenix Bay Power House junction intending to enter into St. Mary’s School shall not take right turn instead they should proceed up to Light House junction and take a round (U-turn) and enter the School.

Additional District Magistrate
For District Magistrate
South Andaman District

Copy to:-
1) The Chief Editor “Goa Press”, Port Blair with the request to publish the above Notification in the Daily Telegram on two consequent days.
2) The News Editor, All India Radio, Port Blair with the request to publish the above Notification in “Pradeshik Samachar Bulletin” on two consequent days.
3) The Superintendent of Police (District), w.r. your letter No.443 dated 23-8-2014 for information and necessary action.
4) The Dy. Supdt. of Police (Traffic), Aberdeen Police Station for information and necessary action.